
Other dates for your calendar

SUN – TUE 23 – 25 June 2019
DEMOPARK DE-Hörselberg (DE)
Largest European open-air exhibition of the green sector with 
250,000 m2 of exhibition space and practical presentations. 
For more information: www.demopark.de

THU – SUN 15 – 18 August 2019
25th International Forestry Exhibition 
in Lucerne (CH)
With 280 exhibitors the Forestry Exhibition in Lucerne is 
Switzerland’s most important trade fair for the forestry and 
timber industry. 
For more information: www.forstmesse.com

BAUMA 2019 in Munich: How to find us
Outdoor Exhibition North, stand FN.824/1

Menzi Muck AG . 9451 Kriessern/Switzerland
T +41 71 727 12 12 . info@menzimuck.com . www.menzimuck.com

The new Menzi Muck:  Generation 

     Outstanding kinematics
Replacing the tried and tested P-Matik with completely new, 
automatic P-Vation support at the front and rear. Sophistica-
ted arrangement of pivot points on the chassis for horizontal 
and vertical parallel adjustment of all wheels. Maximum 
adjustment range and steering angle to boost safety and 
application options.

FRI – SUN 13 – 15 September 2019
DLG Waldtage – first-hand forestry ap-
plications
Over 200 exhibitors showcase their practically applicable in-
novations and trends to specialist visitors in a perfect combi-
nation of demonstrations and information. 
For more information: www.dlg-waldtage.de

Spring 2020
Open doors Menzi Muck AG
In May 2019 we will be relocating our headquarters from  
Kriessern to Rüthi. For this reason, the open doors traditio-
nally held in this period had been cancelled.
The next edition of the in-house exhibition is scheduled for 
2020 and we will combine the occasion with the grand inau-
guration of the new site in Rüthi.  
New adress: Feffetstrasse 14, CH-9464 Rüthi

Outdoor Exhibition North
Stand FN.824/1

     Unrivalled climbing ability
P-Vation stabilizers for slopes other machinery cannot cope 
with. Unrivalled proximity to the slope and maximum wheel 
width adjustment range over 6000 mm for genuine stability. 
Enables access to even steeper embankments and slopes 
(working at the edge of the slope).

     Perfect mountain stabilizers
For working in very steep terrain, assembly of solid moun-
tain stabilizers at the front and rear possible. Ideal design 
guarantees ideal approach to the slope angle and automatic 
clearance of the working range.

     Vx-DRIVE by Menzi 
Continuously variable power drive up to 15 km/h with max. 
torque across the entire adjustment range when driving. 
Synchronous, efficient actuation of engine speed and drive 
pump using driving pedal.

     Tyres and chain mode
For specific applications and situations wider tyres up to  
800 mm boost safety and deployment options. Forestry or 
snow chain mode can also be electrically activated.

     Unrivalled, astonishing fording depth
The Menzi Muck is frequently used in water as part of muni-
cipal applications. For this purpose, the maximum ground 
clearance of the new generation x guarantees a fording 
depth of 2200 mm. 

     Steel structure
The ideal pivot point positioning reduces the force ap-
plicable to the steel structure. Large bearing points and 
heavy-duty material thickness also boost safety in the most 
challenging terrain.

     Accessories
Option to install a winch at the front or rear with optimum 
cable reeling. Additional option to install various high-per-
formance attachments to further enhance the application 
range.

Also at our stand at BAUMA 2019
We have implemented a simulator and remote ope-
ration unit for the Menzi Muck in collaboration with 
ETH Zurich. Thanks to detailed visual illustration and 
a realistic movement feedback, walking excavator 
operators can train or machines can be operated 
remotely. 
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In construction Menzi Muck is a synonym for an extremely 
versatile and powerful tool. On the one hand, the adjustable 
chassis enables access to almost any terrain and on the other, 
the machines› performance is far superior to conventional 

The Menzi Muck 2-way RRV excavator also enables working 
next to the tracks because it can independently re-rail on any 
open section of track, for instance areas with steep railway 
embankments or areas with incline. Transformations from rail 

In water supply and distribution the Menzi Muck can be 
operated with biodegradable hydraulic oil to protect the 
environment. Safe and efficient operations are guaranteed by 
various additional equipment depending on the water depth 
or terrain. The Menzi Muck can be operated in water up to  
2200 mm deep without requiring any additional accessories.

Profitable, mechanical timber harvesting in challenging terrain 
has been made possible by the Menzi Muck harvester. With an 
adapting chassis, a powerful all-wheel drive and the walking 
function there is nothing that can stop the Menzi Muck harve-
ster as it even copes with slopes of up to 100%. Regardless of 
whether it is used for storm damaged timber, targeted thin-
ning or deforestation, its range of operation is versatile. The 

machines in the same weight category. As a result, the areas of 
operation are almost endless to guarantee highly efficient use 
of the equipment.

excavator to mobile walking excavators are also completed in 
a matter of minutes. In this process, the versatility, high rate of 
stability and low dead weight in comparison to its output are 
all good arguments for the Menzi Muck.

Menzi Muck can also be equipped with excavator accessories 
for infrastructure tasks to additionally increase its scope of 
operation and efficiency. Chassis adaptations and low ground 
pressure protect forest terrain. The agility of the Menzi Muck 
also prevents damage to remaining plant populations.

The equipment can be used in marshes, narrow canals or tor-
rents as a result of its ideal weight distribution and vast levels 
of stability. Attachments with high levels of power consumpti-
on, such as mulching units can be used profitably on the basis 
of the high hydraulic output..

Essential in construction

Versatile track laying tool

Brings about benefits in forestry

Universally suitable for municipal activities

The Menzi Muck M2, an absolute climbing  
specialist, masters even the most challenging 
construction sites with ease.

You can also use attachments with vast hydraulic 
requirements in conjunction with the Menzi Muck 
M3: mulching units, drill buggies, grippers, etc.

A constant number of new tasks around the globe 
continue to enhance the application range of the Menzi 
Muck, like here in Australia..

The new Menzi dumper 65rd featuring a cab that can 
rotate by 180° enables attachment of elements inclu-
ding a snow plough, branch shears or mulching units..

The vast agility of the entire Muck range means 
you can work on building sites in confined spaces, 
even on steep slopes.

 Track maintenance

 Line construction

 Cable car and ski slope building

 Bridge restorations

 Removing driftwood

 Sewage cleaning

 Noise barriers

 Planting trees

 Securing excavation pits, roads, 

tracks, embankments and slopes  

 Rockfall, torrent and avalanche 

barriers 

 Drainage in marshes and fens 

 Wall restructuring including 

core drilling

 Deep mining or tunnel con-

struction

 Vine terraces

 Landscaping

 Dam construction

 Cemetery and playground 

construction

 Water and river deployments

 Drainage and removing sludge

 Mine clearance

 Restoring river banks

 Mudslides and floods

 Building paths in forests

 Thinning

 Reforestation

 Removing storm damage

 Timber harvesting

 Clearing
 Mulching

What do you need a

Menzi Muck for?

worldwide applications

The new Generation x makes the tried and  
tested Menzi Muck M-Series perfect.
Over 600 M-Series machines have already come off our production line. In this 
context, the reliably calculated concept has fully convinced.

Launching the new Generation X means providing the market with an outstan-
ding walking excavator. Drivers immediately feel the striking benefits in any 
application field: vastly boosted security, outstanding climbing ability, previ-
ously unheard of fording depth and upgraded material thickness. The Power 
traction up to 15 km/h, a lifting force of 9800 kg and 20% more tensile force are 
also impressive.


